INTRODUCTION
COO-Mo0,/A1203 and NiO-MoO,/Al,O, catalysts are the most "popular" and best studied hydrotreating catalysts. Despite the high activity of these catalysts, there have always been new motives to improve their performance. The two main reasons for the continuous demand for improved hydrotreating catalysts are the continuously increasing restrictions of sulfur and nitrogen oxide emission and increasing need of processing low-quality crude oil. Addition of phosphorus to alumina-supported catalysts has shown to be benificial for the hydrodesulfurisation (HDS) [l-4] and especially for the hydrodenitrogenation (HDN ) activity [ 5-71. Apart from some general observations as e.g., increase of the metal dispersion [2,3,8-lo] , decrease of coke formation
[ 111 and increase of the thermal stability [ 121, the precise influence of phosphorus on the catalyst structure is still a matter of discussion. Especially the different influence of phosphorus on the HDS and HDN activity is puzzling. Observations reported by Topsee et al.
[ 131, Eijsbouts et al. [6] and Mangnus et al. [ 81 form a basis to unravel this question. In contrast with the promotive effect of phosphorus on alumina-supported catalysts, addition of phosphorus to carbon-supported catalysts resulted in effective poisoning of the HDS activity [9,14-161 whereas the HDN activity increased or decreased depending on the metal(s) used [ 17,181. Several explanations have been put forward to understand this effect viz., formation of HDSinactive metalphosphates [9, 10] , metalphosphides or metalphosphosulfides [ 17,181 and the adsorption of PH3 on the anion vacancies [ 161.
In order to understand the influence of phosphorus on the HDS and HDN activity of alumina-and carbon-supported catalysts, a more detailed picture of the surface structure of these phosphorus-promoted catalysts is needed. Despite the fact that carbon-supported and, a fortiory, poisoned catalysts are not of direct commercial interest, elucidation of the influence of addition of phosphates on the sulfidability and structures before and after sulfiding of these catalysts could be helpful1 to increase our knowledge of the phosphorus-promoted alumina-supported hydrotreating catalysts. Since in the latter catalyst all the transition metal and phosphate species are relatively strongly interacting with the alumina support, the influence of phosphate on the cobalt and molybdenum surface species, both before and after sulfiding is disguised. Systems in which these strong interactions are absent viz., model compounds and carbon-supported catalysts can therefore give more direct information about the interaction between phosphate, cobalt and molybdenum. Therefore, in this study, we focussed on carbon-supported catalysts. Recently, these catalysts have been studied by 16] and Ramselaar et al. [lo] . Besides by means of a thiophene HDS activity test, they characterised these and similar catalysts with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), carbon monoxide chemisorption and Mossbauer spectroscopy.
A high density of structural information can be obtained by using a combination of temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and temperature-programmed sulfiding (TPS ). However, in the case of carbon-supported catalysts the reactivity of hydrogen towards carbon, especially in the presence of reducible cobalt and molybdenum compounds which are hydrogenation catalysts, limits the potential of TPR. Despite the presence of hydrogen in the sulfiding mixture, TPS can be used to study carbon-supported catalysts since no metallic cobalt or molybdenum sites are formed even at elevated temperatures, which makes gasification of the carbon support less likely, since cobalt and molybdenum sulfides are not as good in catalyzing hydrogenation as cobalt and molybdenum. The gasification of carbon is also retarded due to the presence of hydrogen sulfide which blocks hydrogen dissociation sites.
EXPERIMENTAL

Catalystpreparation
Norit RX3-Extra is used as carbon support (BET surface area 1190 m2/g, pore volume 1 cm"/g).
(NH,),Mo70,,-6H20 (Merck), Co(N03),*6H20 (Merck), Co3 (PO,),*8H,O (Alpha Ventron) were used as metal precursors. Aqueous H,PO, (85 wt.-%, Janssen Chimica) is used as phosphorus-containing compound. The Co-P, MO-P and CO-MO-P catalysts were prepared by first adding phosphoric acid to the support. After drying at 383 K, cobalt and molybdenum were introduced by pore volume impregnation. The CO-MO catalysts were prepared by sequentially adding molybdenum and cobalt (molybdenum first ) . One of the Co-P/C catalysts is prepared by adding cobalt and phosphorus simultaneously, namely as Co3 ( P04)2.8H20. All carbon-supported catalysts were dried at 383 K, otherwise this will be indicated. Further details of preparation of the carbon-supported catalysts are given elsewhere [ 9, 10, 16] .
The catalyst will be denoted by the number of cobalt, molybdenum or phosphorus atoms per nm2 initial support surface area, a slash indicates separate impregnation steps, e.g. MO (0.41 )/P (0.14) /C contains 0.41 molybdenum atoms/nm2 and 0.14 phosphorus atoms/nm' and phosphorus is introduced at first. When the catalyst is dried at 473 K, this temperature is added to the catalyst notation like, Co (0.37 )/C-473. The catalysts studied are listed in Table 1.
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TPS
A scheme of the TPS apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1 . A detailed description can be found in ref. 19 . The sulfiding mixture consisted of 3.3% hydrogen sulfide, 28% hydrogen and 68.7% argon. The flow-rate was ll*lO-" mol/s. After an isothermal sultiding step of 900 s at room temperature, the reactor was heated with a rate of 0.167 K/s up to 1273 K. The amount of catalyst used varied between 0.05 and 0.1 g, depending on the metal content of the catalyst. The quantitative data given in Table 2 are all normalised to a standard quantity of 0.1 g catalyst.
The hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide and water concentrations have been measured with a thermal conductivity detector (hydrogen), a UV-spectrophotometer (hydrogen sulfide) and a mass spectrometer (water, hydrogen sulfide ). The hydrogen sulfide concentrations reported are acquired with the UV-spectrophotometer. Because of the greater stability of the UV signal as compared to the mass spectrometer signal, the quantitative data are calculated on the basis of the UV signal. The mass spectrometer is only used to make a correction on the UV signal when the hydrogen sulfide concentration exceeds the range where Lambert-Beer's law can be applied. In Figs. 2-6 a production peak is indicated as a peak in positive direction (both for hydrogen sulfide and hydrogen ) .
TGA
Thermogravimetric analyses have been performed using a Setaram TG85 thermobalance. The sample was heated from 300-675 K at 0.083 K/s in a flow of argon. The thermobalance was coupled to an IBM PC-AT which collected the weight and temperature data. From the weight data, the rate of weight loss (DTA-signal) was calculated as a function of temperature. YHydrogen sulfide consumption up to 1273 K divided by the theoretical hydrogen sulfide consumption based on the sulfiding of cobalt and molybdenum to Co& and MO&, respectively.
RESULTS
Model compound
The sulfiding pattern of Co3 (PO,), *8H,O is depicted in Fig. 2 . A small amount of hydrogen sulfide was consumed in two regions viz., 400-600 K and 700-850 K. The amount of hydrogen sulfide produced in the region between 850-1000 K was more or less equal to the total amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed in the lower temperature regions. As a consequence, the total hydrogen sulfide uptake was nil at the end of the temperature program, indicating that the catalyst was in a non-sulfidic state. The large hydrogen consumption which was observed between 750 and 1050 K amounted to a hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of 3.4 + 0.1. At the end of the temperature program X-ray diffraction (XRD ) showed only diffraction lines of Co,P.
Catalysts
Carbon support
The TPS pattern of the pure carbon support (Norit RX3-Extra) is depicted in Fig. 3e . The carbon support was not completely inert towards hydrogen sulfide, although the major part of hydrogen sulfide, consumed at room temperature (2.4 wt.-% ), desorbed after start of the temperature program. At the end of the temperature program the total amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed was not negligible; the total hydrogen sulfide uptake amounted to 0.37 X 10m3 mol/g.
P(l.71)/C
The TPS patterns of P (1.71)/C is depicted in Fig. 3d . The small hydrogen sulfide production peak, observed directly after the sharp hydrogen sulfide consumption peak at room temperature, is not ascribed to desorption of hy- conversion of cobalt into CogSs (in Table 2 ,500 K instead of 450 K is chosen as limit for convenience); the sulfur to cobalt ratio was about 3 for these catalysts at 450 K. At about 550 K a large hydrogen sulfide production coupled to a hydrogen consumption was observed. The total amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed amounted to 1.2 mol hydrogen sulfide per mol cobalt for the Co/C catalyst at the end of the temperature program. For the phosphorus-containing catalyst this number was much lower viz., 0.6. In contrast with the Co/C catalyst, the Co/P/C catalyst showed a large hydrogen consumption around 800 K. Because this hydrogen consumption was exclusively found on phosphorus-containing catalysts, it is ascribed to the reduction of phosphates. The hydrogen to phosphorus ratio amounted to ca. 4 4 1.
Due to the fact that the cobalt catalysts were only dried at 383 K, it is obvious that nitrates still can be present. By means of the thermobalance it is possible to conclude whether or not nitrates are still present on the carbon-supported cobalt catalysts. The temperature dependent weight changes of Co( 4.1)/C, Co ( NOB)2*6Hz0 and the carbon support have been measured. The differential thermogravity (DTG) signal of the carbon support showed only one peak at ca. 320 K, which could be ascribed to the removal of physisorbed water. Both the DTG patterns of Co(4.1)/C and Co (NOs)2*6Hz0 showed two peak maxima at ca. 370 and 470 K. The total weight loss in the second peak agreed with the maximum amount of nitrates present in both samples. The peak at ca. 370 K is ascribed to the removal of crystal water and crystal and physisorbed water in the case of Co ( NOB)z*6Hz0 and Co (4.1) /C, respectively. The influence of these nitrates on the TPS patterns, can be seen nicely by comparing the Co/C and Co/P/C catalysts dried at 383 K (Fig. 4 ) with those dried at 473 K ( Fig.  3a and b) . The catalysts dried at 383 K showed much larger hydrogen sulfide consumption and production peaks in the low temperature region than those dried at 473 K. The sulfur to cobalt ratio for the Co/P/C catalyst, determined at 1270 K was much less than the amount expected on the basis of sulfiding to Co,& or CoS. Above 800 K a hydrogen consumption was found, which agreed with a hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of 1.6; simultaneously with this consumption a small hydrogen sulfide production was observed.
The sulfiding pattern of the Co-P/C catalyst, prepared by adding Cog ( PO4 ) 2 to the carbon support is shown in Fig. 3c . The amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed below 380 K was less for this catalyst than for the catalyst prepared from cobalt nitrates and H,PO,. Due to the hydrogen sulfide production in the temperature region from 600-900 K, the overall hydrogen sulfide consumption became nil. These hydrogen sulfide production peaks appeared simultaneously with hydrogen consumption peaks. The hydrogen to phosphorus ratio, calculated from the hydrogen consumption in the temperature region form 600-900 K, amounted to ca. 2.6. The second hydrogen consumption peak at 900 K appeared at about the same temperature as the hydrogen consumption in the TPS pattern of the P/C catalyst.
MO/C, MO/P/C
The sulfiding patterns are depicted in Fig. 5 . The hydrogen sulfide consumption curves are nearly identical for both catalysts. Hydrogen sulfide consumption peaks were observed at room temperature and between 350 and 500 K. These two consumption peaks were divided by a hydrogen sulfide production peak at ca. 330 K. The hydrogen sulfide to molybdenum ratio was ca. 3.0-3.4 at 500 K. At about 500 K a sharp hydrogen sulfide production was observed, coupled to a hydrogen consumption peak. For both catalysts the sulfur to molybdenum ratio decreased to ca. 2 at the end of the temperature program. Phosphorus had only a small influence on the sulfiding patterns and the sulfur to molybdenum ratios. For the phosphorus-containing catalyst, a hydrogen consumption is found at 750 K which agreed with a hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of ca. 1.2. 
CO/MO/C, CO/MO/P/C
The sulfiding patterns of these catalysts are shown in Fig. 6 . The sulfiding patterns of both catalysts are quite similar except for two parts viz., the TPS patterns of the phosphorus-containing catalysts showed an additional hydrogen consumption between 600 and 900 K and a hydrogen sulfide production between 800 and 1000 K. Since this hydrogen consumption is absent in the TPS pattern of the CO/MO/C catalysts, it can be ascribed to the reduction of phosphates. The hydrogen consumption between 600 and 900 K resulted in a hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of ca. 1.4. From Table 2 , it is obvious that phosphorus influenced the extent of sulfiding. The amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed below 500 K was significantly less in the case of the phosphorus-containing catalyst. For the CO/MO/C catalyst the integrated S-uptake at 1270 K is close to the formation of Co&!& and MoS,. For the CO/MO/P/C catalyst the S-uptake is considerably lower. 
DISCUSSION
Model compound
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the sulfiding pattern in Fig. 2 , is that Co3 (P04)2*8Hz0 is quite stable towards sulfiding, only minor sulfiding is observed below 850 K. It is not clear whether this hydrogen sulfide uptake has to be ascribed to the formation of cobalt sulfides or phosphorus oxysulfides in the outer parts of the particles. These partially sulfided species will be indicated as Co, (P04_-rSx)2. Despite some initial sulfiding, the catalyst was in a non-sulfidic state at the end of the temperature program. XRD confirmed this observation, only diffraction lines attributible to Co,P were observed and no indication for the presence of Co,Ss or Co,S3 was found. Therefore, we assume that the hypothetical Co, (PO,_,S,), compound reacted at ca. 900 K to Co,P/ COP, hydrogen sulfide and water according to reaction (1) .
It is interesting that after TPR of Co, (PO,), both COP and Co,P have been formed [8] . Evidently, the reduction of the cobalt ions in the temperature region from 800-1050 K can also take place by direct reduction of Co,(PO,), according to reaction (2) rather than first reacting to a partially sulfided intermediate.
Since only Co,P was detected with XRD after the sulfiding up to 1270 K, we might suggest that a transformation of COP to Co,P has taken place. However, since decomposition of COP to Co,P only depends on the pressure of P, and hydrogen and not on the presence of hydrogen sulfide we expect that cobalt was both present as COP and Co,P after sulfiding at 1270 K. Apparently, the COP islands were to small or relatively to amorphous to be detected with XRD. It might also be suggested that COP, is formed, however Cop3 can be ruled out as a potential product because it has a partial pressure of P4 vapour 2 1 x 10W3 bar above 1100 K [ 201.
The hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of ca. 3.4 is slightly less than expected on the basis of reactions (1) , (2 ) (hydrogen/phosphorus = 4). The difference indicates that not all PZ05 is reduced to elemental phosphorus or PH,; most likely a part of the phosphorus has been sublimed as PZ05 vapour during the temperature program.
At first sight, the formation of non-sulfidic compounds from sulfidic and oxidic species in a hydrogen sulfide/hydrogen environment is surprising. To understand that non-sulfidic compounds can indeed be formed under these conditions it is useful to look at the Gibbs free energy for the reactions involved. From the Gibbs free energy, the partial pressure of the reaction products at equilibrium can be calculated. On the basis of these partial pressures the maximum amount of products which can be removed per unit of time in our flow system can be calculated and, as a consequence, the time it takes for a reaction to go to completion can be estimated. In Fig. 7 , a crosshatched area separates the zones where two typical reactions viz., Co&,,, to COP and MO& to MOP can and can not proceed on the time scale of our TPS experiments (5.4. lo3 s). Because of lack of detailed thermodynamic data the lines, representing the water partial pressure at equilibrium, are calculated from temperature independent enthalpy and entropy values. Despite the fact that the uncertainty of the position of these lines increases with the temperature, rough estimations can be made of the temperature region where the reactions are thermodynamically permitted. Fig. 7 shows that the reaction of CoS,,, to COP is thermodynamically permitted in the whole temperature region. Clearly, in the whole temperature region COP is stable in the hydrogen sulfide containing atmosphere, at least when eqn. (1) defined in Fig. 7 calculations showed that the reaction of COP to COS,-,~~ (and P, or PHB) can only proceed on a time scale far exceeding that of the TPS experiments.
Catalysts
Carbon support
The major part of the hydrogen sulfide consumed at room temperature was physisorbed and therefore desorbed after rise of the reactor temperature. The total amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed at the end of the temperature program agreed very well with the total amount of hydrogen sulfide produced during a TPR experiment of a carbon support which had been sulfided at 673 K [ 211. The fact that both values are almost identical, indicates that no elemental sulfur is formed during the TPS experiment. It is concluded that all hydrogen sulfide consumed was used to sulfide oxygen-containing functional groups whereas the reaction between hydrogen sulfide and the functional groups to elemental sulfur and water (Claus reaction ) , which might have been expected, was of minor importance. The hydrogen sulfide consumed during the temperature program is used for sulfiding of functional groups which most likely results in the formation of sulfydryl and heterocyclic groups. Part of these sul-fydryl groups recombine during the temperature program to hydrogen sulfide but the major part of the sulfur most likely ends up as heterocyclic compounds or as isolated S-H groups. Since it is not fully clear whether the functional groups were still present on the catalysts which contain metal oxides, no correction has been made for the hydrogen sulfide consumption of the carbonsupported catalysts. P(l.71)/C The hydrogen sulfide production around 870 K can be ascribed to the reduction of small amounts of phosphorusoxysulfides, formed in a broad temperature region at lower temperatures. The low sulfur to phosphorus ratio ( +-0.15) indicates that only a small part of the oxygen atoms in the P205 species is substituted by sulfur. Pred, Pwhite, Pbiack, P*, P203 and PH3 are the reaction products which can be formed upon reduction of phosphorusoxysulfides and phosphoruspentoxide structures. In previous work it is explained that gaseous P, is the most likely reaction product after reduction of alumina-supported phosphates [8] . In comparison with the reduction of alumina-supported phosphates, reduction of carbon-supported phosphates took place at lower temperatures. Nothwithstanding the increased stability of PH3 towards lower temperatures, thermodynamic calculations reveal that at equilibrium of reaction (3), P4 is still the dominating gaseous constituent.
Pq+6H@4PH3
(3)
However, at the end of the temperature program, the hydrogen to phosphorus ratio is less than expected on the basis of complete reduction of the phosphates to P,. This incomplete reduction can be explained by assuming partial reduction of P205 to P, whereas the remaining part sublimes as Pz05 during the temperature program. However the low hydrogen to phosphorus ratio of ca. 1 might likewise implicate that P,O, is reduced to Pz03 which directly sublimes due to its lower volatility than Pz05 (boiling point of Pz03 is 448 K whereas P,O, starts to sublime at 573 K [22] .
co/c, Co/P/C Table 2 shows that the amount of hydrogen sulfide consumed up to 500 K is much larger than expected on the basis of sulfiding of all cobalt to Co&&. This large value is most likely caused by the reaction of cobalt nitrates, which were not decomposed upon drying at 383 K, and hydrogen sulfide. The gravimetric measurements provided the evidence that the cobalt nitrates were not decomposed upon drying at 383 K. That this reaction is playing an important role can be noticed by comparing the sulfiding patterns of the Co/C catalysts dried at 383 K and 473 K. The large amount of hydrogen sulfide consumption is caused by the reaction between hydrogen sulfide and nitric oxide, nitrous oxide and oxygen to elemental sulfur according to reactions (4a), (4b) and (4~) analogous to the Claus reactions:
Probably these reactions are catalysed by carbon, as active carbon is known to be an active catalyst for the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide [23] . The elemental sulfur produced reacted at about 530 K with hydrogen to hydrogen sulfide. The sulfur to cobalt ratio determined at the end of temperature program is rather inaccurate for the Co/C and Co/P/C catalysts, which were dried at 383 K (Fig. 4) because the overall hydrogen sulfide consumption has been calculated by subtraction of the large hydrogen sulfide consumption and production peaks. Therefore, the influence of phosphorus on the sulfur content in these catalysts can be acquired more accurately from the sulfiding of Co-P/C prepared from Co, (PO,) 2 and the Co/C and Co/P/C samples dried at 473 K.
The quantitative data in Table 2 nicely show the influence of phosphorus on the sulfiding rate and the sulfur content of the Co (0.66)P (0.44) /C (prepared from Co, ( P04)2*8H20) and the Co (0.40) /P (0.20) /C-473 catalyst. The lower sulfiding rate of cobalt species in Co-P/C catalysts, especially the Co (0.66 )P (0.44) /C catalyst, indicates that other cobalt species are present than on the phosphorus-free catalysts. This strong decrease of the sulfiding rate can be explained by the formation of a Co'+-phosphate phase. The formation of this phase is very likely since the phosphate anions can act as anchoring sites for Co'+ ions [ 91. In the literature little is known about the interaction between supported phosphates and transition metals. Indications for an interaction between phosphates and iron ions have been found using M&s-bauer spectroscopy. Mijssbauer spectroscopy revealed the formation of an "Fe-P04" like phase [lo] . Because the Mossbauer parameters did not match those reported for typical iron phosphate compounds this phase could not be identified as a well-defined compound. In analogy with these results we assume that rather ill-defined cobaltphosphate compounds, of which the geometric structure and stoichiometry can be subject to discussion, are present on the carbon support. Because sulfiding of this catalyst takes place over a broad temperature region, it is most likely that the cobalt ions are surrounded by a different number of tetrahedral phosphate neighbours. The sulfiding most likely decreases with increasing number of phosphate neighbours.
The small amount of Co,SB present at 600 K reacts with P205 to COP,, COP or Co,P, water and hydrogen sulfide between 600-800 K. The reduction of partially sulfided "Co-PO,_,S," species takes place in this same temperature region. In case Cop3 is formed this will decompose around 900 K as described elsewhere [ 81. The reactions which took place on the carbon-supported catalysts are similar to those observed for the model compound, CO~(PO~)~*~H~O. In comparison with the model compound, these reactions are observed at lower temperatures on the carbon-supported catalysts. This difference in reaction temperature is not suprising and is mainly due to a difference in particle size of cobalt phosphate on the support and the model compound.
The hydrogen to phosphorus ratio shows that nearly all Pz05 has reacted with cobalt to cobalt phosphides or is reduced to elemental phosphorus (P or P,) , except for the Co (0.40) /P (0.20) /C-473 catalyst. In case of this catalyst a part of the (weakly-bound) P,O, is most likely sublimed during the drying step.
MO/C, MO/P/C
The relatively weak interaction of the molybdenum species with the carbon support resulted in complete sulfiding to MoS, of all the molybdenum oxide species already below 500 K. The catalysts are sulfided according to the oxygen-sulfur exchange mechanism proposed by Arnoldy et al. [ 191. MO"+ is reduced to Mo4+ by rupture of a MO-S bond in MoS, or MOOS, species; the elemental sulfur formed in this way, reacts with hydrogen to hydrogen sulfide at 560 K. The large sulfur to molybdenum ratios ( -t 3) below 500 K support this mechanism (Table 2 ) .
Phosphorus has no influence on the sulfiding rate and sulfur content of the MO/C catalyst within the limits of accuracy of our measurements. These results indicate that even if molybdophosphate compounds were initially present, molybdenum was completely sulfided to MO&. Complete sulfiding of MO/ P/C catalysts was also observed by 161. In contrast with Co&&, which partially reacted to COP and/or Co,P, MoS, has not reacted to MOP, (x = l/3,1 or 2 ) . A possible explanation for this phenomenon can be deduced from thermodynamic data [ 24,251. Thermodynamic calculations with dZ$298 and Si,, lead to a rough estimation of the temperature region where a reaction can possibly proceed. The H,O,,, of MOP is estimated by comparing HfoZg8 values and decomposition temperatures of comparable phosphides [24, 25] . It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the reaction Co&,89 + 0.5P,O, + 3.39H,GCoP + 0.89H,S + 2.5H,O could proceed in the whole temperature region studied. However, due to the greater stability of MoS, compared to CoS 0.89 and the relative instability of MOP compared to COP, the reaction of MO& + 0.5P,O, + 4.5H, * MOP + 2.5H20 + 2H,S can only take place above ca. 700 K. Moreover, it has to be expected that around this temperature nearly all the P,05 will have been removed via sublimation or reduction to P,. Therefore no P205 is left for the reaction with MoS, above 700 K where this reaction, based on thermodynamic grounds, can go to completion on the time scale of our TPS experiments.
CO-MO/C, CO-MO-P/C
Analogous to the carbon-supported cobalt and molybdenum catalysts, Co-MO/C and CO-MO-P/C catalysts are completely sulfided below 500 K. Since the entire process takes place within a relatively short temperature range, sulfiding of different species cannot be discerned. The sulfiding pattern of Co-MO-P/C catalyst can be described by combining the patterns of Co-P/C and MO-P/C catalysts. Taking into account the relatively low sulfur content of the CO-MO-P/C catalyst at the end of the temperature program, it can be concluded that part of the cobalt species reacted to cobaltphosphides, whereas molybdenum was still present as MoS, at the end of the temperature program.
Implications for the HDS activity
The thiophene HDS activity of carbon-supported catalysts is strongly decreased by addition of phosphorus. The poisoning effect of carbon-supported catalysts as a result of addition of phosphates has not only been found for cobalt, molybdenum and CO-MO catalysts but also for nearly all carbon-supported transition metals [ 181; the only exception were carbon-supported nickel catalysts which showed an increase in the HDS activity. 
1181.
XPS and Mijssbauer measurements revealed that the dispersion of the metal oxides and metal sulfides (iron, cobalt, molybdenum) studied increased or remained constant upon addition of phosphorus [9, 10, 14] . Hence, the first explanation can be rejected. Despite the fact that reduction of the thiophene HDS activity of carbon-supported catalysts by phosphorus is a commonly observed effect, no general explanation has been given. According to Bouwens et al. [ 161 MO-P/C catalysts are poisoned due to the adsorption of PH3 on the anion vacancies whereas the cobalt-and iron-containing catalysts were poisoned due to the presence of non-sulfidible "Co(I1) phosphate" and "Fe(B) phosphate". Recently, Eijsbouts et al. [ 17, 181 have proposed the formation of phosphides and phosphosulfides as a possible explanation for this poisoning effect.
This TPS study of carbon-supported catalysts resulted in detailed information on the structure of these catalysts after sulfiding. Despite the fact that the experiments have been performed in a temperature-programmedmode, the structure of the catalysts after sulfiding at 670 K can be deduced from the TPS measurements.
"Co-PO," species present on a carbon support not be sulfided up to 670 K under our TPS conditions. Instead of sulfiding to Co&, they started to reduce to COP,, COP or Co,P around 670 K. Even Co,Ss which was formed in the low-temperature region reacted with P,O, and hydrogen to COP, and hydrogen sulfide. Consequently, Co/C and CO-MO/C catalysts can be poisoned due to the formation o cobaltphosphide species, which are apparently inactive in HDS. Bouwens et al. [ 91 obtained, via XPS analysis of Co/C and Co-No/C catalysts indications for the presence of cobalt phosphate species after sulfiding at 673 K. AS can be observed in the TPS patterns of Co-P/C, the rate at which the "Co-P04" species react to CoP,(x:= 0.5, 1 and 3) is relatively low at 670 K.
From TPS experiments in which an isothermal sulfiding stage, at 673 K, was introduced, it was observed that the amount of phosphorus present as phosphate slowly decreased upon increasing reaction time. Even after 28.8 x lo3 s still a small part of the phosphorus was present as phosphates. Hence, at the start of the HDS reaction, the main reason for the detrimental effect of phosphorus might very well be the presence of inactive "cobalt phosphate" whereas at prolonged reaction time poisoning will entirely take place due to the formation of inactive cobalt phosphides.
The independence of the sulfur to molybdenum ratio on the presence or absence of phosphorus, indicates that poisoning of the MO-P/C catalysts does not occur by the same mechanism as the poisoning of the Co/C and CO-MO/ C catalysts. TPS of the MO-P/C sample indicates that Pz05 is reduced between 600-800 K, producing elemental phosphorus (P or P4) . On the basis of the amount of hydrogen consumed between 600 and 1100 K, the amount of elemental phosphorus formed can be deduced, resulting in a phosphorus to molybdenum ratio of ca. 0.14. From the fact that the activity of this catalyst is reduced to ca. 15% of the activity of the phosphorus-free catalyst [ 161 we conclude that the catalysts are poisoned due to the adsorption of phosphorus on the anion vacancies on the edges of the MoS, slabs, which automatically results in effective poisoning of the thiophene HDS activity. As the phosphorus-containing catalyst is not recovering its activity after prolonged reaction times, it is clear that phosphorus is strongly chemisorbed on the active sites.
This present TPS study showed the complexity of the poisoning of the carbon-supported catalysts. The nature of the poisoning depends on various parameters e.g., reaction temperature, hydrogen pressure, hydrogen sulfide pressure. In addition to these parameters the poisoning of the carbon-supported transition metals depends on the metals used viz., the thermodynamic stability of metal phosphates, metal sulfides and metal phosphides. This is nicely demonstrated by comparison of the thermodynamic data of the relevant compounds of cobalt and molybdenum. CONCLUSIONS (i) Co, (PO, )2-8Hz0 is not sulfided below 800 K under our TPS conditions but is reduced to Co,P and COP in a hydrogen sulfide/hydrogen mixture between 800-1100 K.
(ii) "Co-P04" species are present on Co-P/C catalysts. Analogous to Co, (PO,) 2.8Hz0 these species are slightly sulfidable below 673 K but reduced to cobaltphosphides between 650 and 800 K.
(iii) On Co/C catalysts, which are dried at 383 K, large amounts of elemental sulfur are formed in the low-temperature range, due to the reaction of hydrogen sulfide with the un-decomposed nitrates.
(iv) Co,& reacts with P,O, and hydrogen to COP, and hydrogen sulfide between 650-800 K. These cobalt phosphides are not re-sulfided up to 1270 K.
(v) At the start of the HDS reaction Co-P/C and CO-MO-P/C catalysts are poisoned due to the presence of cobalt phosphates whereas after prolonged reaction times the catalysts are exclusively poisoned by the formation of cobalt phosphides.
(vi) The sulfiding rate and sulfur content of the MO/C catalyst is not influenced by the presence of phosphates.
(vii) Poisoning of the MO-P/C catalysts most likely occurs by chemisorption of elemental phosphorus and/or P, on the anion vacancies present on the MoS, edges.
(viii) The nature of the poisoning effect depends mainly on the relative thermodynamic stability of the metal phosphates, metal sulfides and metal phosphides.
